cept when they tried Porter. The total score: Harvard, 62; Technology, 0.

Kimball and Bartlett did well in the rush-line, and Vorce and Herrick tackled in great style. Fish had a good time with Harding. Harvard still lacks the necessary team-work, though their large amount of training has improved them considerably.

Tufts vs. Technology.

This game was played the 19th of November, at College Hill. A high wind blew directly down the field, so a rushing game was played by both sides in turn. We had the disadvantage the first half. At the kick-off Bartlett rushed, and then Duane and Dearborn forced the ball ahead, Dearborn making the first touchdown in two and a half minutes. It was impossible to kick a goal. Tufts soon got the ball, and Ames and Galletty gained ground by rushing. Galletty's foot then lifted the ball into an air-current, and it sailed to Devens, who, by a long run, brought it back again. By the efforts of Duane, Devens, and Tracy the ball was forced to their line, where Ladd rushed it over. This time a goal was kicked. Ames was next finely tackled by Fish. Duane made a catch, and after good rushing by Taintor, Dearborn, and Ladd, Duane made a touch-down. In the try for a goal the wind blew the ball back, and Devens made the fourth touch-down.

In the second half the ball was kept in the center, until by runs of Ames and Galletty it was close to our line. Here Tracy made a run the whole length of the field, which was not allowed. Edgerly was pushed over the line, making a touch-down for Tufts, and on the failure for a goal the ball was again rushed over. Our men now braced up, and the invincible Ames did not again get by the half-backs. He was severely hurt tackling Duane shortly, and then Tufts lost ground, and Dearborn made another touch-down. Soon after, Duane also secured one, which ended the scoring. The game was discontinued just too late for the crowd to take the train. Total score: Technology, 26; Tufts, 8. Tufts played a very square game, and did some splendid work. Our backs rushed finely, and Herrick and Vorce tackled well. A large crowd accompanied the team, and were well repaid for their journey.

'89 vs. '90.

The foot-ball match between the Freshman and Sophomore classes, is the first contest of its kind ever held at the Tech. Its success in awakening class feeling will probably make it a traditional custom in after years. It was a hotly contested game throughout. '89 first rushed the ball, but lost it shortly, and Tracy and Goodhue forced it back. Durfee injured his ankle, and had to leave, which was a serious loss to his side. Neither gained any decided advantage until Tracy took the ball away from Wadsworth, and made a touch-down just before time was called. In the second half the ball was in '90's territory most of the time; but owing to the lack of a good quarter-back, '89 lost the ball when it was thrown, and '90 kept it most of the time. Owing to good rushing and fine tackling, '90 prevented '89 from scoring, though the chances were greatly in their favor. The total score was 4 to 0 in favor of the Freshmen. Kerns and Tracy did the best work for '90, and Duane and Clement for '89. After the game '90 was greatly excited, and gave vent to their feelings in such a way, that '89, maddened by defeat, rushed at them, and a general scrimmage occurred. Then '90 held aloft a cane as a challenge, and again '89 went for them, and a hard fight resulted, which lasted for about twenty minutes. The outsiders interfered whenever any one showed any bad blood, so that no one was injured. It was decided that '89 had the best of the rush, as they captured the stick. This in some measure appeased their wounded feelings, and after cheering, each side disbanded. There will probably be a boom in the hatter's trade on account of this conflict, which was death on Derbys. Both classes should now begin work selecting and training their tug-of-war teams, as '89 still has a chance to redeem herself.